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THE ROLE OF FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION IN IMPROVING TURBOMACHINERY*

by
J. Dunham

SUMM4ARY
A historical review is presented of the influence of computational fluid
dynamics on the development of UK compressors and turbines. The ability to
predict pressure distributions has led to increasingly successful attempts to
tailor aerofoil shapes in such a way as to optimise performance. Once proven,
new computer programs have rapidly been put to use by Rolls-Royce and by some nonaeronautical firms. Examples are given of improvements achieved by their
application.
The present state of the art is assessed, and the prospects for future computational developments are discussed. The need for detailed experimental test
cases is emphasized. The economical representation of viscous effects remains a
key difficulty, especially when heat transfer predictions are needed. (
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Iho PaOW Is written free the point of view
Of a uer" Of terbemtenM CFO rether them a
develoer of It; no atet
is code to review the
aralytical sod esaputatioesl schem low,
or to
ash jdgesst aheut their relative sejeetifi
mrits.
it is "waorrant to noe that is cities this
UK ose history. it is set sesed
that the U&
hoe uniquely achieved CPUsocsse. Siiler pepere
eight ell he written sheut corresponding aspenisons t t ogther cawtrise.
Urabse Meecaph, sad
ROklih
hae, already dean so fot the USA.
The peper begins by outlings
the broad
pattern of ovelutien of aee"gie turhemschinery.
A historical reviaw of the developesec of turbomeahiescy CFOcethods follow*.
?he role these
cathode have played is igeving anegen s e
than described, with emlog; further eueeg
are tabes free tarboeachiery Is applications
other thae sore engiase.
Aftet cements s this
history, the future ed sandpossibilities of
turbehinery CODsre considered.

I

etreducties

One of the expanding cron of ecientific
reearch in the 1900's ha ashe csotatiosel
fluid dymsics * CPU presents a mest stimlating
intelectual challenge to the mthmticallygif ted. and offers a us, for the fluid dyaicist
to develop his art desIte the Iecreaing cat sad
tiscale of high speed motedynmie euperimuts.
Out das CFU really help the designer prudIs.
better englseeing predues, or redue developent
tie amdmt?
Th. Ues
of this pae is to give a clear
g.(fim
tecve reply to that question. based apoe
reeig
the hioeay of seosangise terbemealery
-

reseth
i te U eerthe pact 25 yame. It to
tree thet ether fields ow be soon Is whish @3
hegasc put demestrebly helped. A Study of the
pert icular cirovestese of this history leads to
am loeerl esnloin sheet editiem sede
for the eeneaful develegeest end ouplottatien of
CPU.

it is first necessary to oberve t"i mse"E
ot Onroegne daelepmu.t which io Siaktfielek1y
different free that of aircraft or of powhr.
goeettis Piest.
As enWin to first de~rtguid
sing the heat tehnlogy avalable at the tie,.
and sme prototypes afe awe am tested. Despite
the beat efforts of the designes. thes prototypes exhit dsfeste In the faen of puewaturn
feileres or Inadequate perforamc.
Per several
years, Itensive dovelepeemi than follows.
correcting defects unili a fosml type approval
test is passed a" *angn ane Pat into ervice.
?he dAgpent
press" ieee set snd there.
Progressive Soaemts Is both darability sad
perffsses continue to he tried sut an develop
mest onees
sod. If appropriate. Incorporated
into prodectias. Usually, the meight of so aircraft inerare s Is sccessive versionso
" cae
psasegers are provided for or me
weapone
carried; this requires mote paert free the
engimes.
So seenmics of both civil and military
aircraft operstlems Justify for mere changes in
ngMe bUadueg thaee u osl
ver he juatif led In,
say. the design of s aircraft oing, In the pin
gowersae
industry. the quantities of stem
eturbines sold san net aeffisenet
or
tthie
to Justify a developesmt progrm of the seens ty"e. U toi alea, tseree
thet earesegm bse assh mere f,reqes oppertunities to
Introduce mew toehuosegy thee moy ehrfild
dynmide devices.
tOAkin
bask et the history Of sVOrsenin
turbmeahimery Is the U. It ts possible to
Identify a mnall ember of moer
-dese
in
sesreeor toeheelagy and turbine tehneg

-

*4

which,

*

Is

combination

With

n3w

materials

ad

REcceaICs

eanufacturing processes.
have enabled engine
s*nederda to sove ahead. In between these steps,
the progressive refinement of individual designs
has improve than to the limit of the current
technology. Development Is the process of clieblog up the asymptotes; research Is the process of
Movies the asymptotee thenmlve.

DEVSLffUUT

V2100
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w

The b
peed rn of *volties of azial
compresser techamlow In the UK Is Illustrated Ins91
Fig 1. Both the reeaerch strem (on the left) amiuda
the developent Stroem (on tjighe) erm free
the ei work of Q.IffIth"'.
temst..
. ad
Nwell
In the 1930's and 1940's. The =et
achieveent of the 1950's wee the improved adersteandieg of scoe wetabieg. stall. rotating etcll,OLMU
and blade vibration em which sulti-opeol meives
wefts booed.
sb. am =et achieveent was the
evolution In the late 1960's of the strawling
curvatue method for evalymiag maridimel flow (of
which mere later) which alleged deeigm
to be
preered alongs tremlloec. an so enebled treecouic fae to be deignd ed developed to far
higher standards of efficiency thee previouely
He major mew aeredysemic edvanceseae
echIeved.
after thee until the 190'a wbee the Ideas of 'and
beads- (loans profil@ modificetione seer and
walls) and mspercritcl.
profit"e mere filet
applied a"i When It became possible to Include
Viacom& effects Is blade-o-blade calculations.

S

avo gave*"i

IDOU

mnome.

FIGURK 1.* Axial Comnpresor Hietory

The origin of UK cetrifugal compressors
(Fig 2) Ilesa is the superchergers of aircraft
pistom engines hetweec the were.
?bee" were
developed by Whittle's tens to a state of 3 relicbility and, for the ties, high efficiecyC ).
A
seJor step forward wee wae possible is the 1960's
by the eVOlution of methods for the analysis of
Inviscid. meridional flem end theme fored the
bais of considerable advances. epecially is the
Swept-heck blades were IstreUSA and Coos"e.
duaced.

EWOcWNe~T

As

Le~~rs

Turbines for early jet me"e (Fig 3) were
designed ucing mtme. turbine practie. bet adapted
for vorten flow by Wittle sod others. The first
"eate
reseerch edvance arese Inem Malay
Nathoseomes performence prediction methed(er
beae" it enabled optim weletyt triangla& to
he selected for the speelfied duty.
soe sest
significant adves ease whom metheds of elalating6tbe velocity distribtin armsed the blade
Thea later em the
:swfaces wale emlyed.
strommlise curvature threugh-fa methed. portcelarly helpful for turbias
with highly flared
asetm lIase.
New &deammee are am mrgiat" to
the 190'8 in the form of ed well sheplag or
blade staekies cheape. with the Object of red-Is@
secendary losses.
Loohiag heoa. U"e of the Mijer advances is
the last thirty,
teeheole.r eve
twrbeweeiwer
years hae ecearrd when designers were abla to
18time8Pressure dietribues e
wetted
surfaece.
cOW 00 -upre qeemeitively the
Intuitive wedestanding ef torbemmoeeey flags
which roeereh week., developed first.* The
meehed for doess se will aem be reviewed.
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Centrifugal Comroeor History
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TIC=S 3.

Axial ftubine History

FGrZ4*TeQailo-i~aoa
Approach

TorIhmiery ha always ba. deolguod a. a
quas l-t kroa-dlino$ onal Steady flaw' basis
(Fig 4). The desin press"n sone by choosing a
throsg-flow- patternsoa a offdlomol plan - a
srooo-oetiea of tho ogimw slaudiog the axis of
rtatics.
lb. thrWohfa
ties tooous
As a
circumferential average of tho feel flow. or as a
pbegtween tdo bledog.
surfac ansie
tuoeoedly
"Sa $gross
* tho d6610. af tho blade "eume (aroes.
emattem)
to eoeidoend to a blM.-g.-blde*

dimensional steady f low hbais, bot now many fully
three-dimsaional and S meotoody flow compatsflow are possible. It Is therefore convenient to
reviow tho history of torbomoebimory CFDundr the
sub-bead1es of blade-tt-hlade methods; throughpflaw methods; qua-30 mathedog
fully-3D
methods.
For the porpoise of thia pope,, a CFD
method is &*(loand s0e a"left"a of tbo IselecId or
Vinceno equatioosato fl
motilot
tor
ra
three
dimnion
(as d"*timet from oes dimesono).

bld
Thirs.
Thatlies
tuthe Movessraa. theoalo
lawour lan aet flow
otIs.
Seodrdnoly
h
throgh-fl
prgra.oelff
his
afrc
meusia
fifst
fomallyd jtfe
by- lW pIeno Ml m
a thersn
oveollsheoetriaia.ofthetuou~te, law
Thoawe
rhoiele l
eaoffla
.Te
rt a of the
bleao&teI
fit @a
Perfeto forpl 1.0.
flawt
0b
oa proooure lha 'tooaffe o putebadm
e
Pruo relonr a lwributo maqirepo falote
proiat fowodarp ay.
hetl ote trtougn It
feeoedpthea
to
prost prodan
o dithe
toveal oworol PoftUEo dho towoowese
proen"Facs.andeffciecy
baeth
elativl
Is teootlynoaf&lrocalo ie

badaf Inequded to ae"he
a apesiofiad
pert
doem
s a.hi
boted
a.
migs.e
oo~~d
droIiolebhoi
s
o
ecrbdi
eclua
ters of
flwIs"
ah
widy
ooma. ao hooh
of
:paertd smaedI
J
Ceoorstaad
t
"
to base
C eign
pr4 o e uhWll
erams cot teohse
of. blio
equereord to
h
ao sptilaed
erformance Is tae otim
m. Dsign pSomma
eare
adopeI a nalh
suetifimeimof
t
oi.beupimwhoeifsoprmta
Ther broa olo
oe
oodho
miaLoo ers
.os~
ad oOsawtes
taper
effriooo-2
ote Maedtrlot. ubomk
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Otho!s
of flow thog
as TC4A
thoug a
cascade of cambered blades of finite thickness
24
were by novsll(23). and Merchant and Collsr( ),
both in 1941.
They solved the "invscid iccowpresaible steady Plane flow equations (which
redue to Laplace's equation) by conformal tramsformation.
Macy, others followed (see p268 of
ref 7) Including the extension to lnaaried
compressible flow.
The alternative classical
method of eolving Laplace's equation is the
singularity method, and asy mech =thbeds were
evolved because they could amalyse arbitrary
profiles. The first method adoped %ji5be UK fot
prectical ae me that of Nofle %ntSI.adopted
for easprmsible flow by Prce
*
to the 9016. sore versatile ways of motvig
compressible flow equatiomai were developed, as the
growis$ power of comuters mede such methods
practicable.
They were generally elaborated to
solve the subeonic compressible flow &rso
caeae blade profiles on a strem surface of
arbitrarly-eryng tkichasem and radius,
as
required for the quas-30 approach. your types of
method evolved, finite difference, finite differsoce using matrix inversion, acceuntine curvature,
ad Lietts element,
sy saeequently
"mPloying mny coovenient
boundary layer method,
predicions Of total
pressure Icaa could be atemted.
The varying
acrestbe thickess and radios could eaily be
catered fpr in as integral boundary layer
tmethd (
.
outlet eagle prediction proved
the trasiing edge of a
troublesome, becaus
practical terhemchime blade ie met sharp enough
to apply the cutta Ceodiciom simply. tste"d. a
ceeVOIgeDc Of *Wfae" pressures towards a eomma
troilies adge pressue ost adopted.
wee eekdisuasin
a th tim ofthe
Thore U"maidomas ttetiea
relative computational and preotIcal merits of the
four typee of method listed. Tha omenet
of detail
needed at the Lewdisg end trailing edges. aspectally at of!-dmIla Incidene. meehighly roleveet.
Is the MKthe stre am curvature
theam
I
the
only ms to emerg at thin time an a word"
dsign teal. It io probably taue that ti
m
do* set se ech to the relative scientific cents
of the four methods em to the feet that fallsNOYte hW Inveted a large anmot of ef fort within
the reePe 1istoo developing streamline curvature
Program Into Practical toos Capable of beias
applied by specialists other than the pr~am
originator.

ihStill.
tha flow thruh a comressoe
ascd
ithsupersonic tatlow could sot be realistically
modelled. The leading edge shock Impinges as the
suction surface snd either soerates the boundary
layer or brings it close to aeperstion.
The
natural way of modelling the boundary layer io to
compote the boundary Layer displacement thickness,
add It to the blade ectal thickness. recalculate
the velocity diatribution, gnd Iterte to convertease. Ufortusately say attempt to do so is f oued
to be unstable with a separating or nearly sperating boundary layer.
toi difficelty we at last
overcome by CalvertC 17 is M92, by inverting the
order of tteratic along the euctia surface after
the shock ownv. ft obtained eoeverged solut ions
P came$ with seperated or attached
gydry
layers which agreed well with ezperimatsC'Ya.
None of the methods so far described 4ro
aimed at computing unsteedy flow. auihed(1
)
bee developed a finite element method for this
purpose. which haa beeased asa design 'and
analysis method for steady flow, en well as forming the hesie for a flutter prediction system.
These methods of Dentem, Calvert. sandWhitehead hove been adopted by lolA-toy0ce, extended
where necesary. ad applied regularly to analyse
and design coepreasors.
Attention hs also turned in the 1940's to
solving the viscous equations, now that supercomuters are ore widely available. The problem
is how to model the turbulence economically end
yet sufficiently reallies'
o the sml
turbomachinery application. Dmwe5") aoptd
mixing length model with see succees.

tbteshk let
M"T
OITiiLI~OU h I1f low aSO
tOn wee that
the flow van meiform free heobto tip. This wee
uceeded by the assumption of -radial equilibrim" which provided enelyticel, voe"e of radial
variations. The first CDOmethod evolved ona the
actuater glum approach, io which the sayispitric
flaw field equations in the aemulue were solved.
while the blade rows were rp
o d by actuator
dies gemrably loated at the trailieg edge of
the acteal bladinA.
These methods, first
suggested Is 194400)
mowredeveloped maly by
"
Riee.neg" Lads.*and Reilly in
M
m
ra
aclteee
rea" engine were dome with&*Nll-oye
the
Initial restriction to Incompressible flow in a
parallel =Ailus and the sheer labour invelved in
completing the calculations en the electroof the day,
The singlarity end mtris blade-t-ldo-wo mechanical
precluded thedesk-top
adoption calculators
of actuator disc methods
methods have elso bepapplied to r
I turbofrdag
e.S
h ieteedobcahdnechise,
b hally()endloopsO
iCtbeen overcome ore versatile methods bed evolved.
tvely.
The new metheds of the 19401m fell iate the
Although the methods so far described am
ease categories as the blede-to-blade methods,
sesoe ve latime wish supeeese patche.soe
finite difference, finite difference using matrix
torbemeem
amaw shook eaves sa superemic
inversios. streamline curvature. sod finite
fasens.
It a therefr a grat stop foqmed
element.
only matrix and etteemimte curvature
methods hae bae developed In the UK end of thee
tl-mmreCkmg
pretia)
deelopd
Noncm
sothed*when
for
turboeeh ieee
.'3folbowieg
only the stremulime curvature method has boon
Macrumsk's approech. which were ampoble of
widely used for Octal toubomechinee, probably for
temputing flow fields with sodded sheck moes,
the reason given In the preos" ctin.
No seed a fimite volume for~~in which he hoe
@sce euotaacially impred"". as methods are
The ia miswo curvature ides omat as early
now need by eay firme throughout the world.
as I941~~
but praitical methods were first

1
first
utbod
u
&t,
The univrsly
-91buwodeie
h ai
Suggested In
equatiOns.
It involves Iterative solution of
blade-to-blade flow aod throug~aflov, as described

..-by
4(39 Sad
) and
ova t the USA and by OsthOringto(
RUsSros. In the UK. In Its original for. caliCu.
latise plos wore located at every trailing edge
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:*noel recent compute the optima turboachins
for a specified duty. The amber of Independent
variables is effectively Infinite, and the cmber

of desige objectives Is consideablea nd rhai
bot

relative Importance unquatified Cin general).
Thoe. design objectivas can be stated as followst
1.

mechenical Integrity
This sete imits to leading and trailing
edge thicknss, and thickness; In general
epecielly for cooled bMeding). It also
requires freedom from significant vibratios of any kind over the running range.

2.

efficiency over the running rane.

3.

surae margin (for a compressor) and low
susceptibility to inlet flow distortion,
over the running rang".

4.

low size. weight and cost.

S.* minima design and development cost.
Whenundertaking a design. proposals oust be
aesed against each of these objectives so as to
reach a final compromise; this io still a human
Judgemant.

The Inversion of
different vaRiblee unknown.
more modern analy'sis methods (using $ride) Is more
complicated and inyo e itration of the analysis
porm
PAIg.(3101he."writ ten a P70 finite
valu e~p1 %Ing
us
a hll-clmbing schema. Ceer
and stow'
haes wtcten a FID finite element
ethod bea" on Rsf (34), using & local transpiretion endal to avoid changing the grid.
Recogniming that triel-and-error is necesaery
in applying even a P70 scheme,. a workable eltersetive is to provide a flexible shape description in
the fare of one or more algebraic expressions
Involving arbitrary peters. MaTnthe choice
of shape is controlled by the choice of a fixed
number of parameters. say S. Starting from guideloss established by experience, the parmters
arr Varied until a satisfactory pressure distribwtiLon and mechanical shae" ae obtained. A method
of thiqyp for turbine design wee proposed by
7
Duahs,21 1i and this approach Is also need by RAZ
for transonic fans.
rro radical approach was proposed by Ie
y,16wotook the further step of prescribing
the desired boundary layer development and hence
working back to the profile ahape.
This method
would presumably encounter the ea* difficulties
so PV0 Ii arriving at a mechanically acceptable
shape. It has apparently not been adopted by any
mnunfacturer.

It is necessary, to start by meking an arbitrery trial choice of meet of the Independent
variables. In practice this io done by *eletting
4 AppslicaciseofCI
o Improving
a through-f low patters conforming to optionsubocinr
values of stage loading parameters known from
previos experience; that Is, the 'optiam" velocis this sect ion, the historical role of CPU
Ity triangles are selected.
Any computer-based
In Improving turbosachinery Is examtined, end
optimization Is undertaken in the blads-to-blade
illustrated by som specif ic exmls taken from
calculation. where thme dteeigoer attempts to find
narnnsutical and Industrial applications.
the Optim blade profile for the required inlet
and outlet flow angles MWdvelocities. I van this
Axial Cm
or
Is net easy.
dliii
compressors were designed uaing
standard- profile shop"e eDve from systematic
Rost approaches Involve prescribing a 'good'
cascads testing, and assuming simple radial &quitvelocity distribution (P70) and computing the
ibrma conditions. Although Incomressible bladeblade prollil required to generate it.*
to-blsde design and analysis methods nore *elalLIghthill'"
proposed a F70 method In 1945. uqigg
able In the 1940's, and Later comressibleons
a conformal transformation. In 1952, Stantts )
they were never weed to design engine blade*.
introduced a liseerisad compressible
P70 usthod,
beauans of their Insbility to predict rho key
9
which yas developed by ease(6 ) end applied
fatur*@ of outlet flow angle sad total pressure
within Solls-Royce t97 0design turbine blade %hopes.
loan. The comressors need in engines designed in
Moruigesn and ReJily. 25) wrote a dopwvrio
the 1940's, 1950's. and early 2960'v mere develMarteasse's smethods~ t
end Lewis"
elso wrote
oped to accaptable performance end reliability by
a design method using distributed singlarities,
man Of long expensive teat programbes.
Many
Cascade tests on standard section shapes were
The fundamental difficulty in using the M7
undertaken, in which the variations of outlet flow
approach is that the selection of the pressure
anale and total pressure lo"s were easured over a
disatbution require& experience (end trial-andrange of Incidence, Tests of this kind remained
error) if an unacceptably thin &*rotoil (or even
the basis for blade profile selectin right up to
ONe Of -negative thickesoes,
since the Stenita
the IM6's.
method actally deSigm
a pssge) is to be
avoided.
Wilkiaeoa'.ML adopted en Interesting
The advent of high bypass ratio engines
seohf to evoid this difficulty; his method
neceseiteted the development of the single stage
designed the section surface (with the more
transonic fan, which wee very difficult both
critical velocity distribution) to stisfy a
because of the supersonic relative Inflow on the
preaCtibud velocity distribution but then proouter radii and because of the steeply curved flIon
scyihed the esrae .1 thickness and calculated the
path. The assumption of simple radial equilibrium
resulting pressure surface velocity distribution.
and the use of traditional eubM e~ profiles were
A streemls curvature, method as these lines has
entirely Inadequate.' Coplin"' presented the
bae developed within Bolleye, end used to
history of trensonic fan evolution in the form of
design turbines.
Fig S. Before 1970, thin matfoll with reltively sherp loading edge* were Introduced, but
The Inversin of a Singularity method into
again only of arbitrary (double and later saltiple
PVD form involvee solving the "m "Cutlem with
circular arc) shape.
A major advance was ade

I9

whan the streamline curvature through-flow method
was introduced. This tuabled blade profiles to be
defined along strea surf aces.
A can be seen In
Fig 5 this Improved the performance of 23211-type
es& by sem 32 and eabled the M321-223 to be
Introduced at a satisfactorily competitive per'
forusace level,
-~
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lag planes between blade ro (not vithia thee)
and then bleding along the resulting screm
surfaces. This now design was reached by iteratLag between the blade-to-blade calculation (on
streon surf ace) and through-flow calculations
with planes within the blade source Ispleseecing
the We approach In full. Cinder (%) had ahown
that simply Interpolating conditions within the
row (knowing those between the rows)could load to
significant errors * as the radial comonents of
force ae then unaccounted for.
C" has played a less significant role. so
The
in core compressor improvemets.
is first calculated by a atroamlie
curvature etchod. sing piane between the blade
only.
With smob straighter annulus well
than in a transenic fan. it sens loe
neceesary to consider planes within the rowe. &ad
of course the computational $rid for a mltistage
compressor ight become too large with the extra
planes.

PONVTMI

FIGURE 5. Transonic Single Stage Fans
It was not until the last few years that the
next step Improvement became possible, described
In Fig 5 an 'reduced shock loss', as a result of
the possibility of designing high speed blade
profiles by computational methods (rather than
using circular arcs).
The principle of the
'suprcriticsi' aerofoil for a high subsonic
Inflow, with a shape tailored to provide a shock'
free slightly supersonic surface velocity distributton szA a delayed iftfusion, had been evooyg4
for wings.
Bauera Carabodi a. and
published a coeputer program providing theKorn.'
correeponding solution for a cascade.
Coplin reported
the result of applying their method to an R3211
fan outlet guide vane. The nember of vanee wee
rodscod - saving weight and cost - and the off iciency Improved by k to ItIin that cane,

Forladroorsetionwit suersnic
per ladroorsetionwit suersnic
relative Inf low, so purely invisoid method
proved
effective, as ezplaWd
earlier. The application
of culvert's nomthod t 3 ., which allowed for separating and nearly separating beundary layers as well
as the aback petters, amabled blading with lower
check and separation looses to be designed. Two
quite different: fan rotor blade* Cone military and
one civil) have recently been designed using
Calvert's method and tested by Rolls-Royce. Both
displayed efficiency improvements at design speed
over designs undertaken prior to the availability
of the new computational toni. The gains ranged
free 2 to 4X and were, In the mltistage case,
pertly associated with mere accurate watching.
Indeed. this is a good example of how a well
proven computational method can reduce trial-soderrr; alyensbuid
we esid.
hisfirt tme
success wee also due to moether computational
imprewmt, met this time is the fluid dynamics
ae:two application of a new Rolls-oyce method
of te
clcuatig
dformtio ofa fn bade
under coerifugal sod aerodynamic loading,
- Th
suceeful ivi roor ssig wa coertaken by a proper quasi-three-diumsal procedare. The erly 1WO's designs had been dons by
first calculating ths through-f low, sing calculat-

The selection of blade profiles, for wany
yas taken f rom 'standard' shape$, baa recently
followed the 'supercritical' route previously
described for fan outlet guide vese with checks
using other inviseid methods.
Aerofoils of thie
type have consistently shown efficiency improveusots around 12. (equivalent to reducing the
actual lone by the order of 102) and reductions in
the member of blades by more than 10%.
This
reduction In blade numbers accounts for the
efficiency, gain and oconamsess directly In cost
sod meight. The new shapes could not have been
generated by any simpler method. They are checked
by finite difference or finite elmnt. methods.
Cent~gjfgro tssers tinm
,iii~
cetiua
comressors were
designed by essentially one-dimsainal methods.
In the late 1960's and early 19701s,
finite
difference, matriz, snd streamline curvature
methods became available to compute impeller vase
surface velocity distributions on the assumption
of exaserated flow. NOTE05) and MCL(46) mad
their Impeller design scheme available to UK
indstry in the tat* 1970's. The ML methods were
applied there to design various pumps and fame for
coammrcial customers. for exmle, a quiet cooling fan wee designed In 1973 which had a such
better performance then Its competitors. The NTE
Package was sed by Coup Air to design a eest
satisfactory fan' 7 .' and wes adopted and ;toved
by Noel Penny Turbines for various dsignsloi
The application of scientific design principies to centrifugal pums can have a startling
effect on performance. Fisar(Ol) quotes the cane
of an automotive water pump at lest three time
so efficient as Its predecessor.
tn the aeronautical field, the first appliestion of a mor
through-flow calculation me
worth am 42 in efficiency.
A more notable
eum~ie occurisd when the opportunity casm t
Rlooyeto
redesign the Dart Impeller. Which
had originally been developed from pre-var super'
chargers long before CFO had been introduced. The
fuel consumption of the engine wee reduced by a
rrhb.lZ
it is Interesting to mete that all the
methods actually ued. "ofar, assm
sseparsted

I0
flow,

v'ewrn

later measureent

have

coonfirmed

L983

ilget

7

)dealgnd a nozzle guide vane profile

that Meet Impeller flows appeared to have local

which wa

sepatatloes met of th
time.
The fully threedimeeloael viscous methods now becoming avalable
should cater for $eparations.
Will It become
poasible tbn to design even better Impelleri
and
overcome the relatively low efficiency of most
high pressure ratio units?

that the pressure distribution looked better and
calculation of the surface boundary layers led to
a lower loss prediction. When tested in cascade,
the design velocity distribution vas achieved but
the ovetall loss was nevertheless highar than the
old design because the base pressure was lower.
The bse
pressure cannot be predicted by an
ethod ad the chnge was net In accordante Vith baae pressure correlations.
This
experience sounded a note of caution.

Zeinvsiscid
gerly turbines were deained assuming uniform
flow from hub to tip, or later son tots of radial
The outlet gas angle from a turbine
equilibrium.
1
blade row Is fairly sell approximeted by toe(throetlpitch).
so the blade profiles were
designed on a drawing board by wriking out the
throat circle (to suit the required outlet angle)
them fitting several circular arcs to blend Into a
smooth streamied shope.
Continuous contraction
of the paesae width up to the throat ws aeured.

In the last few yeas, the fully three6 1)
dimenslonal Denton sethod(
has been employed by
RU sad by Rolls-Royce to help design new
turkbines. The proximity of an annulus vall can
significantly change the serofoil surface flow.
The availability of a three-dimensional method
allow* the designer to explore changes in blade
stacking (the way aerofolls at each radius are
relatively poeitioned)
sod changes in and wall
8
shape.
orgasn( ) has described the effect of
changing the stacking of the RB211 hp nozzle guide
vanes,
ulded by Cm methods, which increased
efficiency by around IZ.

As in the case of compressors,
the early
conformal Mapping methods were not sed to design
engine blades, though soe exact olutions gentr:ted by these methods were used as test cases for
vslideting approxiaete nmerical methods,
CFO methods were first applied in the 19601s,
to design better erofoil shapes.
Initially. the
25
incompressible Mattonen method( ) wee used at
NT. One lesson that the theory illuminated wee
that surface curvecure (eat elope) Is the Senetricsl property appearing directly In the equations
determining surface velocity.
So to get a smooth
surface velocity the curvature muet be continuous,
This conflicts With the lostinctive feeling that
only slope needs to be continuous.
o profiles
designed using contiguous circular arcs did not
shoe favourable surface velocity distributions,
The effect of using the Marteasee approach
s to
improve efficiency.
In one case, blading designed
by NOTS for a mall Industrial turbine anufacturer showed a 72 Improvement over a traditional
design.

Another method used in recent years by RollsRoyce Is
the Moore three-dimensional
viscous
4
prorsem(
).
This is formslly restricted to subsonic compressible flow, but it can be used to
assess possible secondary flows.
A particular
example in which the lnviscid and viscous threedimensional Methods were used to guide a design
change was the R5211 I? nozzle guide vane.
These
vanes are mounted in a duct of rapidly Increasing
radius, which cannot adequately be catered for in
a quasi-3D Method.
The
kgv used in earlier
engines was redesigned to remove a local threedimensional
flow separation,
and the engine
specific fuel conaumption improved by some I Z.
Turbines are of course widely used outside
the aircraft industry, and the sae CPD methods
to ateam~rhine
are available, for example,
"
that
It has recently been reported
desgners.
the LP turbine in one of the three Parsons 500 MW
by
woo
modified
sets at ildcot Power Station
for the Central glctrtcity Generating
Pares
board at a cost of t3M to incorporate a new last
stage rotor blade designed with the help of a
The unit
Destan 30 program, end new diaphegme.

PV
adopted the StMita
Rolls-Royce
68
approsch( ) and it wsee widely used to design
pasage,
The method designa
turbine profiles.
a linearised compressible flow calculation;
Usi
lSeding sad trailing edge are added afterwards.
It wee first applied to the Olympus turbines, and
une deign
direct comparison between old a"

(codutd

m

various

configurations)

better' than an existing profile in

efficiency tos

8 2W

om 31,. and the resulting saving
11.74 pew

annu

on that one

).
Immediate gama of up to 61 is effLoiesq(
streamline
In the 1970's, Rolls-Royce adopted

in the coal bill is
set alone.

curvature methods for both through-flow and bladeto-blade design and analysis.
The principle of
design wa to start with a favrable pressure
distribution and iterate enully until a coolable
shape (that is, an aerofoil with sufficient thicknesa, leoading and trailing edge radii and tralling
edge wedge angle) wa reached.

At the
other end of the size range, Connor
(86
and payne
) have described how the application
of P9D methods has Increased the efficley of a
turbocharger axial turbine by over 3X at design
point, icr
ing to over 101 at off-deisn.

In the 198s, beth NOTS and Rolle
turned to the 4ston two-dim esional program
*
which enabled locally supersonic flow (a
sore-.
ally encountered in the trailing edge region) to
be calculated.
Unlike a copressor passage, a
turbine passage is not greatly affected by the
relatively thin boundary layers on the blade
surfaces (except near the annulus walls).
So an
inisacid ethod provides a good basia for design.
There Is, unfortunately. a caveat to this.
In

5
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Comments on CPO lustory

Looking beck at what has happened,
of general omstS can be made:

a umber

(1)
The inventlon of a fundamentally new mathod
is rare and Is done not by a team but by a gifted
individual.
It cannot be 'scheduled- by a
Research Manager; all he can do is to create the
conditions under which a suitable research worker
is attracted to the problem and equipped with the
time and facilities to tackle it.

(2)
The implementation of a new method is a long
hard job which can be greatly helped by less
gifted workers than the originator. When it comes
to converting it into a 'user friendly" program
capable of being used by designers who do not
understand the mathematics, there is a great deal
of work to be done by a teams,properly planned and
professionally managed.
(3)
The validation of a new program against
experimental results is vital and requires a
complicated (and probably expensive) experiment
planned and executed with the help of the CFD
analyst.
Especially for high speed turbomachinery, the necessary experimental facilities
can only be found at national Research Establishwants or In industry. It muet be the function of
a Reearch Manager to plan such work.

SPEY i96

(4)
The decision to comit a new design evolved
by CFO methods, first to an experimental demonstration and later to a production engine, is a
Chief Engineer's decision, and a proposal has to
be justified to him by unequivocal validation
achievements, carefully planned.

R8199 198116 Stages

(S) Many more methods have been evolved than have
ever been put to good use.
It is probably not
true that *only the fittest survive'. Much seems
to depend on the accidents of history: which
computer was ueed, how eloquent the originator
Was, which orgauiestLon he happended to work in.
The eat marked progress occurred when two or sore
methods were actually comtpating scientifically on
the same
problem.
Research Managers should
encourage such competition In developing new
methods.
(6) The visual presentation of three-dimensional
flow patterns, to enable the research worker himself to grasp them, and later to enable him to
explain his results to others, presents some
difficulty. Considerable effort has needed to be
devoted to computer graphics.
6

Puture Needs and Prospects

Fig 6, shoving throe generation* of combat
aircraft engine scaled to the same thrust,
Illustrates the overall achievements over the last
twenty years in engine design and the target for
the Immediate future.

=

Axial oeresors
tspire
the much improved ability to predict
the design point flow field and performance of &
crsansonic compressor stage, described earlier, the
reliable prediction of off-design performance and especially surge prediction - remains elusive,
The first &issing element Is the accurate prediction of the total pressure lose of a sharpleading-edge
transonic profile
at
off-design
conditions, and this seems achievable by the
improvement of existing methods.
A much more
difficult problem - requiring a fully threedimensional viscous method - is the prediction of
flow separation (possibly leading to rotating
stall or surge) In the end wall regions, including
tip clearance effects. Another reason for needing
a 3D viscous method Is to predict the radial
migration of aerofoil boundary layer fluid which
effectively "transfers' loss from one radius to
another, and my on occasions accumulate low
energy fluid around part-span shrouds.

21 Stages

FUTURE Late1990's 9 Stages

FIGURE 6.

Combat Engines - Scaled to the
Same Thrust

The trend of compressor design ha been not
so much towards increasing efficiency as maintainIng efficiency at progressively increasing
pressure ratio per stage.
Pig 6 shows how this
trend has reduced the size and weight of military
engines and is continuing to do so; the three
engine drawings illustrated have been scaled to
the sane thrust.
The principal element in
increasing stage pressure ratio is of course
Increasing blade speed as improved materials are
developed; but the Inevitable consequence Is more
and sor supersonic flows.
Ifa military engine
ever to have a single stage fan to achieve Its
pressure ratio of 3 or 4, It would be a fully
supersonic compressor. A great deal of effort was
devoted to abortive attempts to produce efficient
supersonic compressors in the 1950's and 1960's;
could the CPD tools now bols developed enable
much more successful attempts to be made in the
1990's?
Turbomachlna flows are assumed to be steady
in most analyses and designs.
Unsteady calculsaions have bean concerned primarily with flutter.
It is not yet clear whether the development of
unsteady flow computations (as computers become
fast enough) will reveal a need to alter design
philosophies to improve performance. Reliable CFO
predictions of flutter and noise appear very
difficult and distant targets still.
Turning to multistage core compreseors, there
is again a difference between the priority targets
for civil engines
(efficiency) and military
engines (compactness and low weight), but the
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technology required to achieve them Is comon.
The flow In the end all regions. including the
tip clearance flow, has a dominant influence on
the annulus well boundary layer blockage and hence
stage eatching.
it
elo plays a large part in
generating total pressure losses, and perhaps in
surge
initiation.
Three-dimenaional
viscous
programs are needed to giva the designer a better
Insight into the phenomena, and especially to
guide the evolution of "end bonds".
The importance of mixinl within a eultistage
compressor, by both secondary flow and turbulent
eddles, has been explained, and further research
in this area should contribute substantially to
design techniques.
In addit.on to improved performance
final version, the application of CFD will
ficantly reduce the number of trial
required in development, so saving time and

in the
signlbuilds
money.

Finally, the response of compressors to a
distorted Inlet flow (typically due to combat
sanoeuvres) has been extensively studied experiSantally bat to date only two-dimensional
7)
theories(S
(allowing circumferential and axial
flow variation but no radial variation) have been
employed successfully for analysis.
A threedimensional theory (allowing radial variation) is
clearly essential for a low hub/tip ratio craneonic fan, and possibly
also for a core compressor.
2 8
Attempts to date(5 ,
have produced methods too
restricted in scope or too difficult to apply. A
solution of this problem appears possible using
modern numerical methods and should be attempted.
ssoJ extensive researchhave
_asThe
€
dn the
e0d
etnda, to
seigh
was
devoted, especially in Canada, to high pressure
ratio units, which were successfully developed
only at the expense of lower efficiency.
The
losses appeared Inevitable because of the high
supersonic inflow to the narrow diffuser ring.
Nost small aeronautical gas turbines have therefore chosen to use several axial stages followed
by a lower pressure ratio, more efficient, centrifusal atage.
The other problem of high pressure
ratio centrifugal stages was of course streseing,
but improvements to materials will preeumably
continue.
So there appear to be two lines of
advance for centrifugal compressors, both heavily
dependent on CFDOimprovements,
rj~gLlco

The first is the low pressure ratio unit around 3 - when the flow reaches the diffuser
subsonicslly. As already mentioned, the Impeller
flow is probably separated, and it seems a reasonable target to evolve unseparated designs and
hence increase overall efficiency to axial conpressor levels.
A centrifugal stage could then
become attractive even for a large civil engine.
The diffuser introduces considerable loss because
the wetted surface area is lerges and there
appears to be scope for the application of 3D
viscous codes to improve diffusers.
The second line of advance could be a return
to higher pressure ratio unics (10?) to reduce
engine weight and cost, but reducing the efficiency loss by tsiloring the shock patterns with
the help of 3D codes,

Axial turbines
Although the equations are the same, there
are significant dLfferences between compressors
The first is
and turbines for the CFD analyst.
that the turbine bled* surface boundary layers are
smll fractions of the passage width, so that
inviscid methods give a good guide to optiame
shape and predict the flow well, until near the
trailing edge. The second difference t that the
blade camber and hence the secondary flows are
very much greater than in compressors, and are
accentuated by the tip clearance rather than
reduced. A third difference is that het transfer
Is a key element in turbine design.
Most aeronautical turbine nossle guide vans
rows and may rotor raws have sonic or supersonic
relative outflow, with a shock structure Impinging
on the boundary layer just ahead of the trailing
edge.
The resulting lambda-shock controls the
bse pressure.
Currently, the base pressure is
predicted empirically and It soem poseible that,
on a two-dimensional besis, a viscous-inviscLd
interactive method or a fully viscous method might
be able to predict it theoretically.
gecause
turbulence modelling of separated regions is still
difficult, the interactive method seems more
likely to succeed in the short term.
Ihwever,
there are two serious complications; one is the
need to model some form of radial equilibrium in
the nearly stagnant base region, and the other is
the effect of cooling air discharge Into the base
reglo.n. Both phenomena appear to offer scope for
improved overall efficiency if they could be well
enough understood.
Coniderable quntities of experimental data
been auassed on and wall and secondary flow.
secondary flow tends to strip the incoming
wall boundary layer fluid off the well and
discharge it
into the mainstream via the blade
suction surface trailing edge.
A new well
boundary layer starts.
The ability to predict
this type of flow depends upon the development of
a 3D viscous code eble to cater for the corners
between wall and blade, and in due course also for
tip clearance.
The zero clearance case seems
likely to be solved quite soon.
It is generally
accepted that end well effect* of this kind
account for around half the total pressure loss in
a turbine; surely that loss cen be reduced by
scientifically-chosen end well profiling or
end
bending* of the blades,
when those CFD tools
become available.
yor a multistage turbine, the
type of mixing analysis described
compressors is surely also needed.

for

axial

The prediction of external heat transfer is
largely a question of boundary layer prediction,
which becomes
particularly difficult in the
presence of film cooling or Grtler vortices.
Dowever, it has been demonstrated that the passage
of upstream wehas (or even of downstream blades)
8 9 90
has a mamer
effect o the boundary layers( . ).
9
Robson(
) shoved the boundary layer switching
from laminar to turbulent and beck again as wekas
pased.
It is clear that an analysis of this
ituation requires an unsteady CrDO model.
At
lest
on a two-dimensional viscous basie, this
should be already possible.
As for compressors, CYD will not only improve
turbine performance but also reduce development
time end cost.

x
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engloos, not o account of inefficiency
UK gen
but because of the mechanical design problem of
aking a cooled high speed rotor of adequate
strength and life. and not too high a rotational
Inertia. As a result, they have not received the
attention Of may CFO specialists In the UK.
There must be scope for applying the mthods
developed for centrifugal compressors, without the
some
worries about large local flow seperatios.
work of this kind hss heen done for application to
6).
large irand
turbochargers tohar

The future trend In CFY to inevitably towards
3D viscous flowa and unsteady effects.
As
computers improve. these new methods will make
available to the turbomachinery designer on s more
retitnl hesis a wide range of options priuarily
in the end well regions: wall profiling, and
bends, varying stacks, winglets. tip treatment,
There is obvious scope for
ceasing treatment.
reducing and well rogion losses whitch amount to
The possibility of
around half the total losses.
significant sevings In the nmber of blades and
stages - and hence in weight and cost - will sria
from a better
how to cost
control
supersonic
flows.understanding
Finally, theofescalating
of

The poesibility of advanced ceramic
materials, not needing cooling, could promote the
radial turbine as an option for small aTonautical
applications.

engine development may be reduced considerably by
first time';
getting the aerodynamics 'right
visible progres has alreedy been made in this
direction.

Rial

turbines
Radial
loe

7

turbines hsve not bean used

n

Onolus

Computational fluid dynamics methods specific
to turbomachinery have been developed state 1940
They have usually employed the
within the UK.
same mathematical methods used in other branches
of CFO, as and when computers become large and
fast enough. Initially, the modals used were too
simplified (incompressible
inviscid planar or
cylindrical flow) to be realistic and too laborious to apply and were not used in practice. The
practicability of achieving realistic design and
analysis results using the quasl-thre-dimensional
(Wu) approach meant that CFO could however be
usefully employed as early as the 1960's although
twothen could only calculate
computers
By the 1980's, threedimensional flow fields.
dimensional inviscid flow fields could be computed
and the present decade is seeing graat advances
calculations.
including viscous
uhelpful
The UK aeroengne flr (Rolls-Royce) has been
quick to adopt CFO methods and to employ them to
design and develop better compressors and
turbines, just as other aeronagine mnufacturers
have done.
The first key requirement for this to
happen is that the firm should have a "core CFr
team" large enough not only to develop its own new
methods sometimes, but essentially to take a
chosen method from any source end develop it into
a proven working tool capeble of use by a designer
who does not understand the mathematical or
programing details.
The second requirement is
that research managers in the firm or associated
Research gstabliahments must orgaoles a systematic
methods validation programme, capable of conviacLag the most hard-headed Chief Engineer to commit
a CPO design to his engine.

-

.

Exemination of the history of UK turbo'
machinery technology since 1960 ahowe that aome of
the major advances In product quality were made as
a direct result of the application of CFO, which
arguably could not have been achieved without it.
Typically,
1960's methods improved on 1950's
methods by some 5 to 102 In efficiency, that Is,
reducing losses by 30 to 50Z.
The subsequent
improvements have Increased the stage loading
levels at which high efficiency can be maintained.
Three-dimensional flow field tailoring - only
imperfectly understood and not yet predictable in
CP terms - has proved generally worth another 1
to 2.

Examples of su'.cessfulapplication of CFD
methods to oon-aorouauticsl
turbomachines have
also been given. There are two industries - arspace and powaer generation - with a major economic
justification for performance Improvement through
The methods they gonerundertaking C1U research.
ate will continue to be adopted by other turbomachinery industries.
It is concluded that the further advance of
computational fluid dynamics for turbomachinery
should be vigorously encouraged because it has a
msaor role to play in advancing technological
standards and reducing the time and cost of development.
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